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1. Special Educational Needs Inquiry: The Committee will take evidence from the
General Teaching Council—

Tony Finn, Depute Registrar (Education)

Matt MacIver, Depute Registrar (Education)

and from Independent Special Education Advice—

Lorraine Dilworth, Director
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and from the Forum on Scottish Education—

Fred Forrester, Hon. Chairman

Anne Paton, Church of Scotland Education Committee

and from the Inclusion Group—

Laura Morrison, Project Co-ordinator

Kim Nicoll, Parent

Carina Mitchell, Parent

2. Disabled Athletics in Scotland: The Committee will consider letters from the
Scottish Athletics Federation, UK Athletics, Scottish Disability Sport and
sportscotland.

3. Public Petitions: The Committee will consider the following petition—

PE 213 by Ms I Silavi and Miss S Silavi calling on the Scottish Parliament to
examine the possibility of establishing a post of commissioner for the rights
of disabled children.



4. Update on Committee Business: The Committee will be updated on business
in its current work programme.

5. Rural Schools: The Committee will consider reports from Jamie Stone on issues
facing rural schools and from Cathy Peattie on petition 175 about school closures
in Argyll and Bute. (Papers to follow)

6. School Infrastructure Inquiry (In private): The Committee will consider the
written evidence received in the School Infrastructure Inquiry.

Gillian Baxendine
Clerk to the Committee

Room 2.7 Committee Chambers
Ext. 85204

Email gillian.baxendine@scottish.parliament.uk

********************************************

The following papers are attached for this meeting—

SEN inquiry- submission from General Teaching Council ED/00/22/1

SEN inquiry- submission from Independent Special ED/00/22/2
 Education Advice

SEN inquiry- submission from Forum on Scottish Education ED/00/22/3

SEN inquiry- submission from the Inclusion Group  ED/00/22/4

Note from Committee SEN adviser on oral evidence
(Private paper) (All above Agenda item 1)

Letter from Scottish Athletics Federation ED/00/21/4

Letter from UK Athletics ED/00/21/5

Letter from Scottish Disability Sport ED/00/21/6
(All letters Agenda item 3)

Letter from sportscotland ED/00/22/5

PE 213 by Ms I Silavi
Note by Clerk on PE 213  (Agenda item 4) ED/00/21/7

School Infrastructure Inquiry written evidence (Private papers)
Note by Clerk and committee advisers on written evidence( Private Paper)
(Agenda item 6)

________________________________________________

The following paper is attached for information—

Church of Scotland letter on the Scottish Council for Research in Education
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EDUCATION CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE
Paper for 22nd meeting, 27th June 2000

Argyll and Bute Rural Schools Report
Cathy Peattie MSP

1.  Background

1.1  Argyll & Bute Council announced proposals for the closure of six primary
schools, and commenced their consultation process on 16th March 2000. The
consultation period lasted until 29th April 2000. The schools under threat are Toward;
Bridge of Orchy; Drumlemble; Ulva; Newton, and Glassary.

1.2  The remit for this report derives from the petition of Prof. Neil Kay, on behalf of
Toward School Board. This petition asserts that the consultation carried out by the
Argyll and Bute Council was inadequate and based on “incorrect material facts”, and
hence prejudicial to a fair hearing. The petition document raises a number of
subsidiary points. The evidence set out below takes the form of summaries of the
positions of those involved, garnered from written and oral sources.

1.3  Availability of time has been a real problem, during a period of increasing
parliamentary workload, with little more than a month allocated to investigate and
write this report. I visited Dunoon and two nearby schools on the 6th/7th June. I would
have liked to spend longer in the area, and in particular to visit all schools, but this
was simply not possible. Of necessity, correspondence and telephone conversations
were used to gather views more widely (and email submissions continue to arrive as
I write this report).

1.4  The attached SPICe paper (Annex A) outlines legislative requirements for
considering school closures.   These are minimum requirements. Clearly, we should
also consider good practice, and recommendations made by government and other
authorities.

Evidence

2.  Petitioner Prof. Neil M. Kay (on behalf of School Board of Toward Primary)

2.1  The basis of the petition is that "the closure proposal may be based on incorrect
material facts".  It asks the Scottish Parliament “to inquire into the educational issues
that may arise from this situation, and take those actions it may deem appropriate to
deal with the public interest aspects that may be established from its enquiry".

2.2  The petition presents Toward Primary as an indicative case for the closure
programme as a whole.  It characterises the Council’s justification for closure as
educational gains from larger peer groups, combined with predicted falling school
rolls, and savings on the cost of maintenance.

2.3  In regard of the first point, Neil Kay writes that the Council produced no evidence
to support the assertion that larger peer groups would be beneficial. Further, the
amalgamation would produce larger class sizes and fewer teachers in merged
schools. He believes that other educational benefits would thus be foregone. Since
the Council did not present these factors, there was a lack of balance.
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2.4  The second point, he argues, confuses "predictions" with "projections based on
past trends".  (A point which is dealt with further below by Cllr Dick Walsh)

2.5  Regarding the third point, Neil Kay notes that Accounts Commission indicators
on class size did not accompany those for capacity; and that the inclusion of savings
from "teacher-related costs" exaggerated the savings from "costs of maintaining
school buildings".

2.6  Neil Kay also quotes from the presentation made by Argyll & Bute Council. This
referred to "Buildings in the local area where the combined occupancy is under 60%
(Accounts Commission recommends 80% occupancy)". Elsewhere the presentation
stated that Accounts Commission documents "showed that despite the efforts made
to date by Argyll and Bute Council, a problem with over capacity remains". Neil Kay
believes that these are unfair representations of the documents, referring to the
Accounts Commission’s own version of its position (see below).

3.  Argyll and Bute Council

Cllr Campbell Cameron, Education Convenor
Cllr Alison Hay, Council Leader

3.1  The Council disputes the School Board’s case and their perception of events.
They believe that they carried out the consultation process in a proper manner,
beyond the statutory requirements, and that they “have been open and honest, and
(acted) for the best reasons”. They state that if there were no closures now, there
would be budget implications for the future.

3.2  Campbell Cameron said that he was concerned about the number of, and the
reasons for placement requests for Toward Primary. Both Councillors said that they
felt that the Accounts Commission’s guidelines needed replaced because “80% was
not a good starting point”. They also talked about the problems that Argyll and Bute
faces because of distances and high transport costs. Overall, they felt that they were
coping as best as they could with a difficult situation.

3.3  They deny that all schools below 60% capacity are liable to closure, and state
that accessibility to other provision is a critical consideration for closure.

3.4  In response to criticism from the petitioners, they dismissed comments on the
status of projected versus predicted figures as “semantic” and argued that "the costs
identified in the consultative document are those associated with operating a school
at Toward". (In this context, it may be noted that the Accounts Commission refer
primarily to property, and that salaries do not feature in their “Case for
Rationalisation” on page 23 of Room for Learning).

3.5  Regarding staffing ratios, Campbell Cameron points out that while the combined
ratio for Toward/Innellan would be 1:17.7, this compares favourably to the Argyll and
Bute average of 17.93. Cllr Cameron also avers that the Council genuinely takes
account of consultations by noting that of ten previous exercises, only five resulted in
closure.

Councillor Dick Walsh (ward 25 Auchamore & Innellan)

3.6  Cllr Walsh was the Convener of Argyll and Bute Council when the previous
round of school closures took place. While he acted at that time in good faith, he now
feels that the process is flawed.
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"I support fully the concerns being expressed by parents, in particular the
concerns that the consultative process is flawed in that the elected members on
the council agreed to issue consultative documents and will consider the whole
proposal against a background of incorrect material facts.

"All the advice and information to the elected members will come through the
Director of Education, and from all the evidence presented so far, it is clear that
his advice regarding future population projections and Accounts Commission
performance indicators is far from correct".

3.7  Cllr Walsh challenges the peer group justification by quoting from HM Inspector
of Schools report on Toward (1994) that "there was clear and excellent evidence of
pupils from Primary 1 to Primary 7 co-operating well in groups." He challenges the
projections, which are based on General Register Office trends, by pointing out the
existence of numerous outstanding planning consents, empty dwellings and
development proposals for the area. He also points out that the savings are based
on budget figures rather than actual ones, giving catering as an example where real
savings are £3,144 rather than the £10,744 advised; that savings on teaching do not
mention redundancy costs; that increased transport costs may accrue.

Archibald C. Morton, Director of Education

3.8  Mr Morton identified Brian Wilson’s speech in Dunoon as underpinning the
Council’s policy. He stated that the rationalisation, reducing capacity, would make
more money available for enhancing the service. He said that the Consultation
process, also used last year, was thorough, and based upon the Strathclyde model.
A copy was supplied, and is available.

3.9  He detailed the criteria, but did not mention the test of proportionate advantage
(see quote from Brian Wilson). This test is meant to take account of all advantages
and disadvantages of closures. The slides, however, have been criticised for their
concentration on the case for closure (larger peer group and savings), and lack of
balance in presenting alternative views of the value of small local schools.

3.10  He outlined the problems which Argyll & Bute had as a result of demographic
factors such as dispersed population and island communities, which are they believe
not adequately recognised through funding. This case (for SINA) has been outlined
in documents distributed to MSPs.

3.11  Archibald Morton also spoke of a significant number of other possible school
closures.

Ronnie Gould, Education Officer

3.12  Mr Gould stated that Argyll and Bute Council had looked at alternative uses for
school premises (e.g. playgroups, nursery, Gaelic medium education units) and that
where possible this had been done. Freestanding community centres in most areas
meant that community use of schools was limited. There is a relatively high level of
special needs provision within local schools, in response to parents’ wishes. Mr
Gould spoke of the application of the test of proportionate advantage, but presented
no evidence as to how negative educational, social and economic effects had been
weighed against educational and financial gains.
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4.  Toward and Innellan Primary Schools

4.1  Toward Primary and Innellan, the receiving primary for Toward, were visited. I
met staff and pupils. While the schools had different styles, both schools had plenty
of evidence that they are lively, active and progressive schools. Innellan is open plan
– although some pupils were on a visit to secondary, the class was bustling with
busy children. Toward was more intimate, with various groups engaged in activities
such as computing and discussion.

4.2  I also met the Toward School Board Chair, Ann MacDonald. She felt that
decisions had been made beforehand, that costings were not accurate, and that
councillors had been difficult to contact. She spoke of rumours that other schools
were to close, causing great uncertainty among parents. She noted differences in
teaching approach between Toward and Innellan that had led some parents to
transfer their children from Innellan to Toward, and felt that the merger would
exacerbate the situation. She was very concerned about the consultation, because
she had not heard until after Easter, too close to the summer term and the lateness
of the decision and the early closure would make the planning of mergers very
difficult. She referred to the last block of closures where one school had not been
told that they were closing until the day before closure, and furniture was removed
while pupils were still in class. Teachers, she said, shared her concerns about the
uncertainty and short timescales, and that such action did not encourage good staff
to stay in the area.

5.  Other Schools

5.1  The Council proposed the closure of Glassary as part of the previous
programme of closures, but then decided not to proceed. At that time, the Council
made its criteria for inclusion clear, as agreed at an Education Committee meeting
29 October 1997. Though the current document does not specify criteria, Glassary
School Board responded on the assumption that the basis was as used previously.
The Council has not clarified which of the criteria they consider apply to Glassary.
The School Board has argued that now, as previously, no criterion can be
substantiated.

5.2  The School Board argue, with reference to HMI and other reports, that the
potential shortcomings of education in small schools which are identified in the
consultation document do not apply either to small schools generally or to Glassary
in particular. They also argue that capacity and financial saving calculations are
erroneous, that the social costs of closure are being overlooked, and that, contrary to
assumptions, the community is expanding.

5.3  Glassary is over five miles from receiving schools, and would therefore be
subject to consent from the Scottish Executive.

5.4  The Council has also previously proposed closure of Drumlemble. The School
Board argues that its case is now stronger. They note that the local roll has risen and
will continue to increase.

5.5  The Council’s capacity calculation of 99 has been challenged, on the basis that
there is only space for three classes, and as these are composite, the capacity
should be given as 75. They also complain that the Council produced no empirical
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evidence to support its argument on educational gain; has overestimated financial
gains, and has not taken account of social and economic factors.

5.6  Regarding the receiving school, they note that dining facilities are already
inadequate, and merger would exacerbate the situation. Further, they argue that
capacities there are overestimated, and that there will soon be a big influx to the
area because of the sale of 170 former RAF houses.

5.7  The Ulva Ferry School Board complain that the consultation document

•  ignores Gometra;

•  does not allow for the catchment area of a receiving school’s Gaelic medium
unit;

•  includes teachers wage as savings;

•  overestimates maintenance by basing it on past expenditure;

•  minimises the importance to the community and,

•  underestimates the increase in transport costs.

A consultation meeting speaker said that children could not get a proper education in
small schools. The other speaker repeatedly referred to falling school rolls, despite a
locally expected rise due to the existing number of pre-five children. When the
question of Gometra was raised, it was stated that a child from there would be sent
to Salen. Previously, it had been stated that they would be given home tuition, and
subsequently that they would be educated through computer conferencing. When
fears were raised of closure of receiving schools as part of the mooted total of
nineteen closures, the figure was denied – but this figure did appear in the minutes
of the Drumlemble consultation meeting.

5.8  They have since had difficulty obtaining promised further information, and are
upset that communication in general has been poor, with the initial announcement
and subsequent information revealed through press and radio rather than given
directly.

5.9  Ulva Ferry is over five miles from receiving schools, and would therefore be
subject to consent from the Scottish Executive.

5.10  I do not have written evidence regarding Bridge of Orchy and Newton’s case.
I understand, however, that they share many of the misgivings outlined above
concerning other schools.

5.11  This is the fourth attempt to close Newton, and parents decided not to mount a
campaign this time, because they felt there had been an adverse effect on children
during the last campaign. It was also noted that previous demands for improved
transportation had been met, and the school roll is falling.

5.12  At Bridge of Orchy, the meeting were apparently told that local development
proposals need not be considered unless there was a “done deal”, and that the main
savings were from staff costs. Elsewhere savings have been presented as from
building costs. Unfortunately, with one exception, no minutes of meetings are
available, so it is difficult to confirm such anomalous reports.
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6.  Other local comment

6.1  Several people have referred to the short timescales for consultation, and also
for subsequent closures and mergers. Generally, parents are happy with the
educational quality of their schools, though not necessarily so regarding proposed
alternatives.

6.2  Other concerns include

•  safety aspects arising from increased road travel;

•  the costs arising from merger (e.g. school boards insisting on open selection
procedure for new head teacher);

•  the consequences to social services of an ageing population as a result of
families not locating / staying where there is no local primary school; and,

•  the purpose of the £900,000 paid as an interim measure pending consideration of
SINA for Argyll & Bute, if not for supporting island communities and their
schools?

6.3  Parents (and politicians) have also expressed concern about wider educational
issues in Argyll & Bute. Their fears are based on a “vision paper for education”
entitled “Putting Children First”, in which the Director of Education proposes
fundamental changes to education within Argyll & Bute. These include primary 7
children attending secondary schools as part of a lower school (P7-S3), which would
attend in mornings and early afternoon, while the upper school (S4-S6) would attend
afternoon and early evening.

6.4  Off the record discussions with parents and staff also give an impression of an
autocratic approach. There is evidence of a divide and rule strategy with the
receiving school being encouraged to support closures, as they would get the benefit
of additional resources. It has been noted that previous consultations have been
controversial, in regard to the decision making process and lobbying activities, and
the lack of submissions supporting closure.

6.5  The Church of Scotland Presbytery of South Argyll has published a report on
proposed school closures in Argyll and Bute. The report challenges the assumptions
of educational and financial gains, and states that “only one side of the debate
seems to be presented by the Education Department”. The report comments on
social and economic consequences, arguing that “the role which the primary school
plays in a rural community cannot be over-estimated.”

7.  Comment from Scottish Ministers and other relevant bodies

Brian Wilson

7.1  Speaking at a seminar in Dunoon, Brian Wilson said:

“No school should close on financial grounds alone. There must also be a
credible educational justification for closure. I am now inviting education
authorities to apply a test of proportionate advantage to any proposed closure
of a rural primary school. In other words, do the educational and financial gains
deriving from a closure stand up to scrutiny and do they outweigh the negative
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effects - on that rural community and the children and their families - which that
closure will have?

“It is Important that all those consulted on closure proposals feel that they have
been listened to, and have the opportunity properly to assess the balance of
arguments for and against. This will put an onus firmly on the education
authority to demonstrate the case for closure, as well as on the community
affected to demonstrate the case for retention.

From "No rural school should be closed solely on cost grounds" Scottish Office News
Release 0583/98, March 20, 1998 (http://195.92.250.59/news/releas98/pr0583.htm )

SPICE

7.2  A SPICE briefing, "The legislative requirements for considering school closures"
is attached (Annex A), but in particular, I wish to highlight section 7.

" In addition, the notification should ensure that parents can understand
whether and how their children will be affected by the proposals.  Notification
should also offer to make available further details on request and further
detailed information should include:

•  a full explanation of the reasons behind the authority’s proposal and when and
how the closure will be implemented

•  the educational, financial, demographic and social factors taken into account in
the authority’s consideration of the closure

•  the alternative arrangements planned by the authority, including information
about any travel arrangements and changes in the facilities currently
available."

ADES and CoSLA

7.3  Response of the Association of Directors of Education Scotland and CoSLA to
the Education, Culture and Sports Committee's Inquiry into School Infrastructure,
May 2000

11. A number of schools, particularly in rural areas, are currently under threat
because of their maintenance and refurbishment requirement. If rural schools
are to be justified solely on financial grounds, further closures are inevitable.
We need solutions that recognise the social and economic importance of rural
schools to rural life.

This point is reiterated in paragraph 37 of the response.

Audit Scotland / Accounts Commission

7.4  The content and status of Accounts Commission documents is a crucial element
in the respective cases of the Council and objectors. Several slides used in the
consultation process referred to directions given by the Accounts Commission.

“Surplus capacity exists and the consequence can be that education authorities
find themselves heating, cleaning and maintaining buildings which are
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significantly under-utilised thereby diverting increasingly scarce resources from
key elements of education provision.

“In schools with declining rolls, property costs per pupil have risen, with growing
pressure on the resources available for staff development, supplies and
services and the proper maintenance of suitable buildings.”

“The Local Government (Scotland) Act 1994 places a duty upon new councils
to achieve economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in the use of their
resources… the Commission will require external auditors to review progress
with the management of new councils over future years.”

“The new councils will inherit a situation which cannot be allowed to continue.
Value for money in school education budgets, which will be under severe
pressure, will only be achieved by reducing the costs of surplus places.”

“The local government Act of 1994 places a responsibility on councils to
achieve economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of their resources.

“Requirement on authorities to obtain best value.

“Argyll and Bute is one of six Councils with the highest percentage of primary
schools operating at 60% or less.”

The above sheets were all attributed to the Accounts Commission. The OHP headed
Criteria for Closure also contained:

“Buildings in the local area where the combined occupancy is under 60%
(Accounts Commission recommends 80% occupancy).”

7.5  The petitioners complain that this is not a balanced reflection of the Accounts
Commission’s views.

7.6  The Accounts Commission published "Room for Learning - Managing Surplus
Capacity in School Buildings" in September 1995. The document states on page 3
that

"many viable schools have surplus capacity. Indeed, no authority wide system
can be expected to run at 100% in any circumstances. Some elbow-room is
always needed. Perhaps little over 80% can realistically be achieved."

7.7  This figure of 80% figured prominently in the case presented by Argyll & Bute,
being mentioned in three out of nine slides during the consultation presentation. On
page 19 of Room for Learning, a figure of 60% is referred to "as being a realistic
focus on the potential for rationalisation" while acknowledging the "initial physical
limitation on authorities' scope to reduce surplus capacity in a local area context."

7.8  On page 21, the calculated figure of 168,000 surplus Primary School places, is
pared down to 22,000 which are considered "disposable". The deductions include
77,000 which have greater than 60% occupancy, plus 46,000 places which "cannot
be rationalised in the local area" and a further 10,000 in "isolated rural schools". The
document also discusses the measurement of capacity (p.12). It is noted that this
figure depends upon a number of factors, and that capacity may vary (e.g. due to
maximum size for a composite class, or various possible changes in the allocated
purpose of rooms).

7.9  Also noteworthy are paragraph 83 and the accompanying box 7 (on page 30).
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7.10  A companion management guide, "Managing Surplus Capacity in School
Buildings", also notes that while it is "acknowledged by educational advisers that
reduced pupil numbers can adversely affect the quality of secondary education"…
"there are no clear educational arguments for closing small primary schools." Rather
there are divergent views on optimal and minimal school, class and peer group
sizes, which must be viewed in the context of pertinent social and economic factors,
and which may commit councils to maintaining small primary schools.

7.11  Finally, further clarification of the Accounts Commission position may be found
in a letter to Neil Kay.

"It is not the role of the Commission to set, or recommend, an occupancy target
for schools. It is for each council to review its school building provision to
ensure effective use of resources and respond to the challenges facing its
education service by taking appropriate action. To identify to councils where
there may be the greatest scope for rationalisation, the report suggested that
councils should focus their attention on schools less than 60% occupied. As
you no doubt appreciate, the report was directed to the national picture and did
not contain specific recommendations for individual councils."

8.  English Guidelines

8.1  It is instructive to note the factors included in the guidelines for English closure
proposals (taken from DfEE news release 195/00, 9 May 2000, "Government
strategy is keeping rural schools alive" - Schools Minister Jacqui Smith,
http://www.dfee.gov.uk/news/news.cfm?prnumber=195&pryear=00 )

8.2  These address

•  The accessibility of alternative schools

•  The standard of the school and the standards of alternative schools

•  The overall supply of school places in the area and the likely future
demand for places

•  The overall effect of the closure on the local community

•  The cost implications of the possible options

•  Any points made by the LEA

•  Any points made by the school proposed for closure

•  The views of parents and other interested parties

•  The effect on the school journey, including long-term transport costs,
whether the closure will result in more pupils experiencing longer journeys
to school and more pupils being driven to school by car.

9.  Conclusions

9.1  As clearly stated from the outset of the petition process, “it is for the Council
alone to take executive decisions in relation to the provision of services for which it is
responsible in Argyll and Bute”. However, such decisions should be mindful of
criticisms of factors in the decision making process. This is particularly so where
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those criticisms refer to the fairness of the way in which the views of the public are
gathered and taken into account. The Council has clearly recognised this by delaying
their decision on the closures. I hope that they will now take account of the following
comments, before proceeding to make their decision.

9.2  In a letter to the Public Petitions Committee, Campbell Cameron states that the
consultation document “is not the definitive statement used by Members at the time
of decision making. Indeed the whole purpose of the consultative process is to
ensure that the information given to the Council when they come to consider their
decision is full and accurate”. The petitioners have sought to show that inaccurate
statements contained within the consultation documents are indicative of persistent
flaws in the thinking underpinning the decision making process, and that these flaws
are prejudicial to the chances of a school or school board receiving a fair hearing.

9.3  Whether such inaccuracies and flaws are prejudicial depends upon the extent to
which the Council is prepared to reconsider its proposals in the light of valid
criticisms that have been made.

9.4  Among these criticisms, the most pertinent to the petitioners’ case are:

•  It appears, from the Council case presented in consultation meetings and
subsequently, that the Council has inaccurately or selectively interpreted
Accounts Commission documents. This is highlighted by comparison with the
Accounts Commission’s own response.

•  There is also strong evidence that, in at least some respects, “incorrect material
facts" have been presented, including inaccurate information regarding the
situation of particular schools.

•  There is little evidence that the test of proportionate advantage has been applied.

9.5  There are also other aspects raised by this report, which in fairness to the
Council, cannot be deemed a failure of consultation on their part, but may be worthy
of attention with a view to revised guidance.

•  The statutory minimum consultation period is 28 days. The Council allowed six
weeks, but does even this extension give parents, School Boards and staff
enough time to put their views forward? Should a minimum period be specified,
between decision of closure, and consequent merger, to allow for better planning
and consultation on this process?

•  How can we ensure that parents in affected schools feel they are treated fairly?

•  How can we avoid a “climate of fear” among parents and teaching staff, for whom
even a reprieve one year is no guarantee that they will not be the subject of
closure proposals the next?
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10.  Recommendations

•  There must be an open and accountable approach to consideration of the viability
of Rural Schools, both in setting criteria, and in the determination of parameters
contained within those criteria.

•  Criteria should be based on proportionate advantage; i.e. they should take
account of all positive and negative consequences.

•  Consultation documents should reflect differences of academic and other opinion
on educational gains and losses. The social and economic consequences for
local communities, including longer-term consequences, should be considered
throughout the process. While acknowledging that financial considerations are
clearly important, “no rural school should be closed solely on cost grounds”, and
the financial considerations must include items such as the full additional costs of
travel, and the cost of protected posts.

•  Regard must also be paid to Life Long Learning, the development of community
schools and pre-school provision. Only after all of these considerations are
discussed, should rationalisation be broached. There has to be a system that
allows all of the stakeholders to get round the table to find a way forward. This
does not detract from the local authorities' role in making a final decision,
however they may be better informed.

•  When closures are inevitable, there must be a realistic time scale to allow for
consultation and resolution.

•  Local authorities make the final decision on Rural School closures. I propose that
CoSLA be asked to develop a Code of Practise to look at the whole issue of rural
schools. Their role, building communities, community planning, community
consultation and when necessary what needs to be in place to implement a rural
school closure.

•  The Audit Commission might want to take another look at how their information is
interpreted.
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Annex A

THE LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSIDERING SCHOOL CLOSURES

The legislative framework

1. The process to be followed by local authorities when considering school
closures is set out in the Education (Scotland) Act 1980.  The Scottish Office
Education Department published guidance for local authorities on fulfilling these
legislative requirements in Circular No. 1074 of 1981 and again in Circular No. 1174
of 1988, which amended some parts of Circular No. 1074.  While the Circulars
primarily outline the legislative requirements on local authorities, they also
recommend good practice in relation to the legislation.  In particular, the Circulars
encourage local authorities to consult as widely as possible with parents of children
who may be affected by school closures.

2. The context of the legislation was ‘the Government’s policy of relaxing where
possible the detailed controls over local authorities and enabling local decisions to
be made locally’1. In certain cases, however, consent must be sought from the
Secretary of State before a school2 is closed.  These cases are:

— for primary schools, where closure would result in pupils having to travel more
than 5 miles to another school

— for secondary schools, where closure would result in pupils having to travel more
than 10 miles to another school

— for any school, where the numbers of pupils is more than 80% of the school’s
capacity3

Consultation on school closures

3. Statutory requirements for consultation were introduced in order to ensure that
the delegation of more decisions to local level were accompanied by increased right
for parents to be consulted on such decisions.  The main legislative provisions on
consultation are in sections 22A(1) and 22A(2) of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980:

‘Consultation on, and consent for, changes in certain educational matters

22A (1) Where an education authority make a proposal of a prescribed kind, they
shall, in such manner as may be prescribed, publish it or otherwise make it available
and consult such persons as may be prescribed and shall not reach a decision on it
without having regard to any representations made to it by those persons.

22A (2) In this section ‘prescribed’ means prescribed for the purposes of this section
by the Secretary of State by regulations and in so prescribing kinds of proposals the

                                                     
1 Circular No. 1074, p5, para 19
2 SI 1987 No. 2076 (which amends SI 1981 No.1558) makes clear that this provision excludes nursery
school or classes.
3 SI 1988 No. 107 (which amends SI 1981 No.1558) states that calculation of pupil capacity must
have regard to: the authority’s assessment of capacity; the maximum number of pupils in attendance
in any one year over the 10 years before the proposal for closure; and the curriculum of the school.
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Secretary of State shall include proposals to discontinue or change the site of any
school under the management of an education authority.’

4. Regulations have been made under this Act and are contained in Statutory
Instrument 1981 No. 1558 (S.159) The Education (Publication and Consultation Etc.)
(Scotland) Regulations 19814. .  The regulations provide that where the proposal is
to discontinue a school (or stage of education in any school5) the persons to be
consulted are:

i. ‘the parent of every pupil in attendance at any school affected by the proposal;

ii. the parent of every child, being a child of whose existence the authority are
aware who would be expected to be in attendance at the school or stage of
education to be discontinued within two years from the date of the proposal;

iii. the School Board responsible for any school affected by the proposal;

iv. any person authorised for the purpose by the church or denominational body (if
any) in whose interest any school affected by the proposal is conducted.’

5. The regulations make clear that the definition of ‘any school affected by the
proposal’ to close a school includes a school to which pupils may be transferred as a
result of the closure.

Consultation with parents

6. The regulations outline the manner of consultations to be undertaken with
parents.  These must include notification in which the authority makes a statement
outlining the proposal or the part of the proposal which affects parents and must
include either or both of the following:

a) an address to which representations on the proposal may be submitted to the
authority and a date not less than 28 days after notification is received for
submission to be made

b) the date, time and place of any meeting arranged by the authority where
members of the authority will explain the proposals, take questions on them and
take account of parents’ representations. Any meetings arranged must take place
outwith working hours and at a convenient location for parents

7. In addition, the notification should ensure that parents can understand whether
and how their children will be affected by the proposals.  Notification should also
offer to make available further details on request and further detailed information
should include:

— a full explanation of the reasons behind the authority’s proposal and when and
how the closure will be implemented

— the educational, financial, demographic and social factors taken into account in
the authority’s consideration of the closure

                                                     
4 As amended by 1987 SI No. 2076; 1988 SI No. 107; and 1989 SI No. 1739.
5 The definition of ‘stage of education’ means a yearly stage of a primary or secondary course of
education or all the nursery classes in a school.
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— the alternative arrangements planned by the authority, including information
about any travel arrangements and changes in the facilities currently available

8. The regulations state that consultation with parents of children who are not
currently attending the school because they are at the pre-school stage may be by
means other than individual notification to each parent, by means of an
advertisement in a local newspaper.  While Circular No.1074 restates this, it also
recommends that authorities attempt to consult with pre-school parents as far as is
reasonably practicable.

9. The Circular also reminds authorities that the 1980 Act requires them to have
regard to the general principle that pupils are to be educated in accordance with the
wishes of their parents.

Consultations with School Boards

10. The regulations state that the full details of the proposed closure must be made
available to the clerk of the School Board of any school affected by the proposed
closure at least 28 days before written representations on behalf of the Board are
requested.

11. Circular No. 1074 states that the legislation permits authorities to delegate to
School Boards the task of consulting with parents on proposals to close schools.
The Circular stresses, however, that in such cases authorities must ensure that they
consider the views of parents as reported by the Board and not merely the views of
the Board itself.

Consultations with Church or denominational body

12. Where an authorised representative of the Church or denominational body has
been identified, the local authority must provide full details of the proposed closure to
this representative.  As for School Boards, at least 28 days must be allowed for
written representations to be made on behalf of the Church or denominational body.

Sue Morris
Scottish Parliament Information Centre

15 June 2000


